Email Encryption
SEND PASSWORD PROTECTED PDFS WITH A CLIENTLESS ENCRYPTION SOLUTION THAT IS
POLICY BASED AND AUTOMATED

HIGHLIGHTS



Secure Delivery Ensured: Encrypted
PDF messaging for secure delivery of
email messages—passwords are
shared either by SMS, email or
manually



Detailed Permissions Management:
Policies can be set based on sender,
recipient, domain, keyword, or

content
The Email Encryption Solution is policy driven so important information is
automatically protected



Easy End User Adoption: Users
continue to work as usual

OVERVIEW



Compliance Ready Solution: Meets

The CYBONET Email Encryption Solution provides clientless email

regulatory and workplace compliance

encryption and allows organizations to minimize the risk of a data

requirements

breach. CYBONET Email Encryption allows you to comply with
partner and regulatory mandates for information security and
privacy. Ensure that your organization is able to provide an
additional layer of security when it comes to compliance and
privacy regulations. Email policies can be set based on sender,
individual recipient, recipient domain, keyword, or content,
enabling confidential messages to be secured automatically. Users
continue to work as usual. Email is encrypted immediately at the
client, ensuring communications are secure before hitting internal
networks or stored in the cloud as attachments.
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EASY END USER ADOPTION
The CYBONET Email Encryption
Solution automatically provides
secure delivery for outgoing
messages according to policy,

without changing internal end user
behavior, workflow, or productivity.
Ensure that specific types of files
(e.g., spreadsheets) or emails with
specific key words (e.g.,

CYBONET Email Encryption ensures
POLICY ENFORCED ENCRYPTION
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